


the half-way stage of the season, and with every passing game, 
the margin for error keeps decreasing. I expect a contest where 
both sides are throwing everything they have, at each other. They 
showed good fight to come back into the game against Hyderabad 
with two quick goals that leveled things. However, Hyderabad had 
enough quality to score two more and take the game away 
from NorthEast. 

The dressing room fully understands where we are and what’s 
needed to be done, and the intent they showed in the second half 
against East Bengal has given them some much-needed belief. 

Like I said, this has been a tough phase for everyone associated 
with the club, and the disappointment and frustration that all you 
fans feel is shared by all of us on the team. I am also grateful for 
all the messages of support that you keep sending in. The way you 
back the team gives it the confidence it needs. We are committed 
to turning things around and we will do it with you by our side. 

Love, 
Naushad Moosa  

Hello everyone, 

We’ve barely had time to reflect on our game against SC East 
Bengal, and here we are again forty eight hours later, on the pitch 
and looking to turn a corner and arrest our run of defeats. It 
hasn’t been an easy phase for everyone associated with the club, 
but it is one that we are going to get through together, and this I 
am certain of. 

Coming up against an East Bengal side that is on the rise was 
always going to be a tough challenge, and while we didn’t start the 
game the way we would have liked to, we can take a lot of hope 
from the way we went at them in the second half. It’s important 
that we build on the positives and more importantly, put away the 
chances we create. 

It was unfortunate that we had to take Parag off after an injury to 
his head just when the first half was reaching an end. The young 
boy was doing well for himself and the team, and that set-back 
was disappointing. In good news, the injury he sustained isn’t bad 
enough to keep him out of tonight's fixture. 

Today we take on NorthEast United, a team that is winless in six 
games now and like us, are desperate to turn a corner. We’re at 
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02 THE BIG
PREVIEW

The Blues are at the Tilak Maidan tonight to take on 
NorthEast United FC in the first away game of the 
calendar year. The Highlanders are seventh in the table, 
one place and one point below Bengaluru, and here are 
three points to keep an eye out for tonight:

YOUNG BLOOD
Since being asked to take charge of the Blues, Naushad Moosa 
has made it clear that one of the things he is interested in doing is 
to give more chances to the youngsters, in the immediate future 
and also in the remaining games of the campaign. He stuck to his 
word against East Bengal, starting with young full-backs Parag 
Shrivas and Ajith Kumar, with Amay Morajkar and Namgyal Bhutia 
coming on as substitutes. Two other kids, Wungngayam Muirang 
and Leon Augustine, were named on the bench. Will we see the 
involvement of more youngsters tonight? It’s always heartening to 

see the Colts make the step up to the first team and, from what 
we've seen, there could be more to come.

FORM FACTOR
The Blues are now on a four-game losing streak, which is a first in 
the club’s history. Despite losing their first game under Naushad 
Moosa, there were several positives to take from the match 
against SC East Bengal. The youngsters did their best when they 
were handed opportunities, the team playing a very aggressive, 
attacking game in the second half and the players not giving up 
despite being pegged back by a goal. On the other hand, 
NorthEast have lost their last two games and are winless in six 
now, starting with the draw in tonight's reverse fixture. Both 
teams will be eager to arrest their slide down the table, making it 
a very intriguing clash.

BREAKING THE DUCK
Sunil Chhetri’s penalty against Mumbai City FC aside, the Blues 
have failed to find the back of the net in the last four games. We 
have seen several combinations up front in those games, with 
either Deshorn Brown or Kristian Opseth leading the line to both 
starting together. Leon Augustine and Semboi Haokip have been 
regular substitutes and the last game saw Cleiton Silva start up 
top. Chances are being created, there’s good movement in the 
final third, but the scoring touch is found wanting. Once the first 
goal goes in, there’s a chance the floodgates may open. Will 
tonight be the night?
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SQUAD

   GOALKEEPERS

  1   GURPREET SINGH SANDHU

28  LALTHUAMMAWIA RALTE

30  LARA SHARMA

 

   DEFENDERS

  2   RAHUL BHEKE

  4   PRATIK CHAUDHARI

  5   JUAN ANTONIO GONZALEZ FERNANDEZ

10  HARMANJOT SINGH KHABRA

15  WUNGNGAYAM MUIRANG

19  AJITH KUMAR

24  JOE ZOHERLIANA

25  NAMGYAL BHUTIA

29  PARAG SATISH SHRIVAS

55  FRAN GONZALEZ

   MIDFIELDERS

  6   ERIK PAARTALU

13  AJAY CHHETRI

14  DIMAS DELGADO

22  ASHIQUE KURUNIYAN

27  SURESH WANGJAM

31  LEON AUGUSTINE

32  NAOREM ROSHAN SINGH

33  EMANUEL LALCHHANCHUAHA

35  BISWA DARJEE

36  THOI SINGH

37  AMAY MORAJKAR

 

   FORWARDS

  9   KRISTIAN OPSETH

11  SUNIL CHHETRI

17  EDMUND LALRINDIKA

18  THONGKHOSIEM HAOKIP

21  UDANTA SINGH

23  CLEITON SILVA

26  DESHORN BROWN
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SQUAD

   GOALKEEPERS

  1  SUBHASISH ROY

31  GURMEET

44  NIKHIL DEKA

51  SANJIBAN GHOSH
 

   DEFENDERS

  3   WAYNE VAZ

  4  PROVAT LAKRA

  5  GURJINDER KUMAR

12  ASHUTOSH MEHTA

16  DYLAN FOX

19  BENJAMIN LAMBOT
25  NABIN RABHA

29  NIM DORJEE

33  RAKESH PRADHAN

66  MASHOOR SHEREEF

   GOALKEEPERS

  1  DHEERAJ SINGH

12  AVILASH PAUL

29  ARINDAM BHATTACHARJA

31  ARSH SHAIKH

41  ARYAN NIRAJ LAMBA

 

   DEFENDERS

  2   SUMIT RATHI

  5  SANDESH JHINGAN

15  SUBHASISH BOSE

20  PRITAM KOTAL

33  PRABIR DAS

44  TIRI



   MIDFIELDERS

  6  KHASSA CAMARA

  8  IMRAN KHAN

10  FEDERICO GALLEGO

23  LALREMPUNIA FANAI

43  PRAGYAN GOGOI

45  LALENGMAWIA

77  ROCHHARZELA

 

   

FORWARDS

  7  NINTHOINGANBA MEETEI

  9  KWESI APPIAH

21  IDRISSA SYLLA

15  SUHAIR VADAKKEPEEDIKA

20  LUIS MACHADO

27  LALKHAWPUIMAWIA

50  BRITTO PM





05UPCOMING
GAMES

FEBRUARY
2      SC East Bengal             A
5      Chennaiyin FC              H
9      ATK Mohun Bagan        H
15    Mumbai City FC            A
21    FC Goa                             H
25    Jamshedpur FC            A

JANUARY
20    Kerala Blasters            A
24    Odisha FC                       H
28    Hyderabad FC               A



06NUMBER
GAMES

SUNIL CHHETRI

SCORERS

CLEITON SILVA

JUAN GONZALEZ

ASSISTS
HARMANJOT KHABRA

ERIK PAARTALU

DESHORN BROWN

The skipper’s scored 33%
of all our goals this season.



JERSEY PARTNERS

OFFICIAL PARTNERS



07QUICK
RECAP

Juanan made it two for the season, smashing home 
the Blues' equalizer not long after conceding an 
early goal. Our cameras caught his celebration 
from every angle.



Udanta scored his first goal of the season, a 
strike from an almost impossible angle, and his 
celebration was fueled by passion.

At the other end, Gurpreet Singh Sandhu did all he 
could to keep the Blues in the lead, but it ended all 
square as Paulo Machado scored a late equaliser.





08KEY
BATTLES

Cleiton Silva vs 
Khassa Camara
There’ll be a similar battle on the other side of the 
halfway line, with the Blues’ creative South American set to 
come against the Highlanders’ energetic midfielder. Cleiton Silva 
has played all over the pitch for Bengaluru, as a no. 10, a winger 
and then as a striker. He likes to get on the ball as much as 
possible, with a free role that sees him drop back to pick his 
passes or position himself between the central defenders to put 
the finishing touch. 

Khassa Camara will shadow the Brazilian across the pitch, 
snapping at his heels to take him out of the match. The 
Mauritania international has been very effective since moving to 
the country and he’ll make it an intriguing battle tonight.



KEY
BATTLES

Federico Gallego vs 
Suresh Wangjam
After struggling with injuries at the start of the 
season, Federico Gallego is fit again and back to being 
central to the Highlanders’ play. The Uruguayan controls the 
pace and direction of play for NorthEast, regularly dropping deep 
to get on the ball and picking passes for the striker and wingers. 
Suresh Wangjam, full of energy and tireless running, will have a 
big task at hand to keep the #10 quiet. He is not new to marking 
creative midfielders out of games, he did a splendid job in 
keeping Rafael Crivellaro quite earlier this season. If the 
youngster comes out on top tonight, he’ll be laying a foundation 
that the Blues can build on.



Juanan vs 
Idrissa Sylla
A lot of factors have seen Bengaluru conceded as 
many goals this season as they did in the whole of last 
season. While Juanan has been ever-present in the Blues’ 
backline, organising the defence and leading by example, he will 
be eager to help the team keep their first clean sheet in seven 
games and restore the defensive solidity that made the Blues a 
difficult opponent to come up against. 

The Spaniard will be up against Idris Sylla, the Highlanders’ 
striker whose goals have dried up after starting the season 
strongly. The Guinean hasn’t found the net since the end of 
November and Juanan will have a big role to play if Sylla’s dry 
spell is to continue.

KEY
BATTLES
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The torn
ticket that
took Parag home
What Started Out With Train Rides To Trials Across The 
Country Has Now Become The Journey Of A Lifetime for 
Parag Shrivas. This Is His Story…

“I was fascinated by football from a very young age, so I wanted to 
know how it works and whether I could be any good at it. My 
father played for the Police and naturally, when he saw I was 
interested, he wanted me to go as far as I could with it. And he 
was with me every step of the way,” Parag says.

It’s a conversation that’s laden with gratitude to many people from 
across the two decades he’s spent playing the sport, but the one 
he begins with is the one he believes was most important.

“My father supported me more than anyone else. He woke me up 
in the morning, he made me run and timed me, and when he 
thought I was good enough, he took me to trials himself. Because 
he was part of the Police Force, we would jump onto the brake 
compartment behind the engine of a train, flash his Police Card 
and just go wherever we wanted. I can’t ever remember buying 
a ticket!”

After years of trying, failing, trying and failing again, Parag 
eventually made it to the U17 team at Pune FC, where his journey 
in professional football began. “When I finally got through to the 
Pune FC U17 team, (Naushad) Moosa sir was the U19 coach there. 
Players like Ashique, Altamash, Myron, Asheer, Farukh bhai were 
all part of his squad. He wanted me to give trials for the U19 team 
as a centre-back, but I was a striker at that point. He saw that I 
might have fit in in that position, but it didn’t work out then.”

As fate would have it, Parag joined Bharat FC the following year 
and in his first season, came up against Moosa’s Pune FC side. As 
if that wasn’t enough, the 18-year-old started at centre-back. 
“When I joined Bharat FC, I had already transitioned into a 
midfielder. But my coach there, Mr. Barry, decided to play me as a 
centre-back. Then in the PDFA League, we played against Pune 
FC and Moosa sir saw me.” 

From scoring goals to providing them and finally stopping them 
from going in, the move from front to back wasn’t an easy one, as 
Parag admits. But he also concedes that it’s one that gives him 
more chance of being a part of any game.
“It wasn’t an easy transition, to go from being a striker to a 
midfielder and then a defender, but all I want to do is play football 
and wherever the coach wants me to play, I will. The important 
thing is to contribute.”

But for all his travels, the one time Parag remembers buying 
himself a train ticket, he ended up not making the journey. “When 
Bharat FC shut down in 2015, a few of my teammates and I 

There’s one about the hard-disk, then another one about the 
laptop. Then, just as we’re about to begin the interview, Parag 
Shrivas has another question. His quest to learn and know more 
is one that began at a very young age, one he admits is part of the 
reason why he is where he is.

Parag’s first minutes in a Blues’ shirt came against Jamshedpur 
FC in a season where the Blues finished on top of the League and 
won the trophy. At his home in Amaravati, on the showcase sits a 
medal that his parents do not need an invitation to display to 
anyone who visits. 

“I’m so glad to be able to do this because it’s what my parents 
believed I could do. They kept their faith in me, trusted me and 
backed my decisions. There were people who said I have to go and 
study, or find a job, but my parents asked me never to doubt 
myself. When I told my father that I wanted to get off a train to 
Kolkata and go to Bangalore instead, he asked me to trust my 
instincts. If it wasn’t for them, there would be no me.”

decided to try out for clubs. At that point, it didn’t matter which 
club, League or position we were to play; all we wanted to do was 
play football. I told my father that I was going to Kolkata, and I 
hopped onto the train. That’s when I got the call to join BFC. My 
friends ended up going to Kolkata, trying out at a few clubs, but 
nothing worked out for them. I jumped off in Nagpur, tore up 
that ticket, spent the night there and took the morning train 
to Bengaluru.”

Parag admits that after years of playing football, he had decided 
that this would be a final quest. A trial at BFC was a date with fire 
for the boy, who said he allowed the pressure to fuel his 
determination to succeed.

“At that point, my studies weren’t working out and neither was my 
footballing aspirations. I told my father that Bengaluru FC was 
going to be my last attempt at making this work. If it didn’t, I had 
told him that I would study and find a job somewhere.”

Needless to say, Parag passed the test with flying colours, and 
with a coach who knew him, the youngster played in several 
positions as the Bengaluru FC B team secured the BDFA Super 
Division title. Parag was named the BFC B Player of the Season, 
and his rise since has been meteoric.

“Everyone at Bengaluru FC is a source of motivation for me, every 
single day. I’m not just talking about the players. Even the 
coaching staff, my teammates who have come through the 
reserve team with me, the physios, the management; everyone’s 
always encouraging me to keep my head down and work hard. To 
be honest, that’s all I need.”

Despite not making the squad in any of the Blues’ first nine 
games this season, Parag’s first inclusion came with a place in 
the starting eleven against SC East Bengal. He’s played for the 
first team before, but the 23-year-old says he’s filled with a sense 
of pressure every time he steps out onto the field, something he 
says is constant even when training.

“I get nervous every time, but that’s not to say I don’t enjoy playing 
football. I like the pressure; I think it gets the best out of me. 
Sometimes in training, when I’m playing down the left, I get 
especially nervous. I mean, think about it, Sunil bhai is in front of 
me. The other day, I was trying to shout out to him and the words 
wouldn’t come out of my mouth. I’ve seen him almost every day 
for three years now, but I’m still scared of him. That also makes 
me not want to make a mistake.”
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compartment behind the engine of a train, flash his Police Card 
and just go wherever we wanted. I can’t ever remember buying 
a ticket!”

After years of trying, failing, trying and failing again, Parag 
eventually made it to the U17 team at Pune FC, where his journey 
in professional football began. “When I finally got through to the 
Pune FC U17 team, (Naushad) Moosa sir was the U19 coach there. 
Players like Ashique, Altamash, Myron, Asheer, Farukh bhai were 
all part of his squad. He wanted me to give trials for the U19 team 
as a centre-back, but I was a striker at that point. He saw that I 
might have fit in in that position, but it didn’t work out then.”

As fate would have it, Parag joined Bharat FC the following year 
and in his first season, came up against Moosa’s Pune FC side. As 
if that wasn’t enough, the 18-year-old started at centre-back. 
“When I joined Bharat FC, I had already transitioned into a 
midfielder. But my coach there, Mr. Barry, decided to play me as a 
centre-back. Then in the PDFA League, we played against Pune 
FC and Moosa sir saw me.” 

From scoring goals to providing them and finally stopping them 
from going in, the move from front to back wasn’t an easy one, as 
Parag admits. But he also concedes that it’s one that gives him 
more chance of being a part of any game.
“It wasn’t an easy transition, to go from being a striker to a 
midfielder and then a defender, but all I want to do is play football 
and wherever the coach wants me to play, I will. The important 
thing is to contribute.”

But for all his travels, the one time Parag remembers buying 
himself a train ticket, he ended up not making the journey. “When 
Bharat FC shut down in 2015, a few of my teammates and I 

There’s one about the hard-disk, then another one about the 
laptop. Then, just as we’re about to begin the interview, Parag 
Shrivas has another question. His quest to learn and know more 
is one that began at a very young age, one he admits is part of the 
reason why he is where he is.

Parag’s first minutes in a Blues’ shirt came against Jamshedpur 
FC in a season where the Blues finished on top of the League and 
won the trophy. At his home in Amaravati, on the showcase sits a 
medal that his parents do not need an invitation to display to 
anyone who visits. 

“I’m so glad to be able to do this because it’s what my parents 
believed I could do. They kept their faith in me, trusted me and 
backed my decisions. There were people who said I have to go and 
study, or find a job, but my parents asked me never to doubt 
myself. When I told my father that I wanted to get off a train to 
Kolkata and go to Bangalore instead, he asked me to trust my 
instincts. If it wasn’t for them, there would be no me.”

decided to try out for clubs. At that point, it didn’t matter which 
club, League or position we were to play; all we wanted to do was 
play football. I told my father that I was going to Kolkata, and I 
hopped onto the train. That’s when I got the call to join BFC. My 
friends ended up going to Kolkata, trying out at a few clubs, but 
nothing worked out for them. I jumped off in Nagpur, tore up 
that ticket, spent the night there and took the morning train 
to Bengaluru.”

Parag admits that after years of playing football, he had decided 
that this would be a final quest. A trial at BFC was a date with fire 
for the boy, who said he allowed the pressure to fuel his 
determination to succeed.

“At that point, my studies weren’t working out and neither was my 
footballing aspirations. I told my father that Bengaluru FC was 
going to be my last attempt at making this work. If it didn’t, I had 
told him that I would study and find a job somewhere.”

Needless to say, Parag passed the test with flying colours, and 
with a coach who knew him, the youngster played in several 
positions as the Bengaluru FC B team secured the BDFA Super 
Division title. Parag was named the BFC B Player of the Season, 
and his rise since has been meteoric.

“Everyone at Bengaluru FC is a source of motivation for me, every 
single day. I’m not just talking about the players. Even the 
coaching staff, my teammates who have come through the 
reserve team with me, the physios, the management; everyone’s 
always encouraging me to keep my head down and work hard. To 
be honest, that’s all I need.”

Despite not making the squad in any of the Blues’ first nine 
games this season, Parag’s first inclusion came with a place in 
the starting eleven against SC East Bengal. He’s played for the 
first team before, but the 23-year-old says he’s filled with a sense 
of pressure every time he steps out onto the field, something he 
says is constant even when training.

“I get nervous every time, but that’s not to say I don’t enjoy playing 
football. I like the pressure; I think it gets the best out of me. 
Sometimes in training, when I’m playing down the left, I get 
especially nervous. I mean, think about it, Sunil bhai is in front of 
me. The other day, I was trying to shout out to him and the words 
wouldn’t come out of my mouth. I’ve seen him almost every day 
for three years now, but I’m still scared of him. That also makes 
me not want to make a mistake.”
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